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Abstract
Theoretical constructs to explore neurocognitive management of challenging behav-
iour in young people are inherently fraught with the difficulty of what exactly is 
to be measured that is acceptably benchmarked against standard mechanistic sci-
entific inquiry. Indeed, this identifies the potential for a new scientific paradigm to 
be developed that explains the links between complex brain systems and functions, 
the development of the mind and adolescent challenging behaviour. The imperative 
lies in overcoming the strictly linear nature of some of the current scientific inquiry 
methods embracing instead, tools that can measure the non-linear, unexpected and 
emergent features of change. These changes are elicited through the interaction of 
the brain and human environments, sometimes manifesting in chaotic and challeng-
ing behaviour. The objective of this article is to explore the subtleties of complexity 
theory, to determine an essential lead to a non-linear way of measuring challeng-
ing behaviour in adolescents. The brain is a complex system and CT provides, here, 
the framework for understanding the dynamic and often non-linear neural activity 
that shifts in response to changes in an individual’s environment. I pose the ques-
tion; Exploring CT as an underpinning theoretical framework, is it demonstrated 
that there are methods of measuring the non-linearity of an individual’s challeng-
ing behaviour, in a way that meets the expectations of sound scientific inquiry? The 
method used is an exploratory review and is addressed in two parts. The first is how 
to explain challenging behaviour in a neuro-informed state of complexity and the 
second is whether it is possible to use Complexity Theory as an exploratory frame-
work for determining the non-linear characteristics of challenging behaviour. The 
article concludes with suggestions that Complexity Theory is an evolving theoretical 
construct primed to advance a more in-depth understanding of the non-linearity of 
challenging behaviour. As such, Complexity Theory has the potential for exploring a 
new paradigm of scientific inquiry.
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Introduction

Models of scientific inquiry approach research both descriptively and mechanisti-
cally. To some, this means identifying the difference between what is observable 
and repeatable. To others, it is a differentiation between correlation and causation 
or between description and the how and what is described, that is, the mechan-
ics. It is suggested that the lines can blur between descriptive and mechanistic 
inquiry (Casadevall and Fang 2009). However, fundamentally it is accepted by 
researchers that sound and ethical research should invoke “the three pillars of 
good science—Repeatability, Refutability and Predictability” (Tranquillo 2019, 
p. 23). These principles are said to underpin the testing of evidence. The ques-
tion is when researching brain function and development of the mind regarding 
emotions and subsequent chaotic behaviour in young people, are these principles 
sustainable or an appropriate way of measuring the impact of challenging behav-
iour in the real world. If viewed through the lens of the brain as a complex system 
with underlying complexity that is not always predictable, how is it possible to 
explain or measure changes that do not always occur in a linear way?

To understand a complex system Tranquillo (2019) suggests that the applica-
tion in research of mathematical formulas and statistical rules from a fundamen-
tally Newtonian perspective has been superseded by complexity in all systems. 
Furthermore, complexity has exposed the limitations of the three pillars of scien-
tific inquiry; however, the author errs on the side of caution in attributing non-lin-
ear analysis in recent computational mathematics and diagnostic tools. Tranquillo 
(2019) suggests there is a gap not addressed in the current scientific inquiry that 
fails to give consideration to the long-term impacts of dynamic change. This gap 
thwarts the exact measurement of non-linearity in complex systems. Moreover, 
he reflects on complexity in the context of the layered interconnectedness or “pat-
terns in systems”(p. 24), suggesting these systemic layers defy normal param-
eters of inquiry. Therefore, to understand complex systems only an interdiscipli-
nary approach can speak to the diversity in how the real-world works. Tranquillo 
admits to an incomplete attempt at making connections between theoretical and 
analytical constructs, suggesting that intrinsically “deterministic” (p. 22) model-
ling continues to support mechanistic lines of inquiry. In addition, he suggests 
there are traps in over-simplifying the rules of inquiry that effectively undermine 
the concept of complexity, its unpredictability and diversity. He suggests unpre-
dictability and diversity are context-driven and time and space derived, with mul-
tiple variables dictating whether changes will be predictable, repeatable, or caus-
ally ill-defined and chaotic. The crossover between complexity and chaos renders 
normal methods of inquiry incomplete (Tranquillo 2019).

In contrast to views that modelling has not addressed non-linearity, Boroujeni 
et al. (2019) have recently used encephalograms (hereafter EEG) in the diagno-
sis of Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (hereafter ADHD) tracking the 
“highly non-linear dynamic system of the brain, in its capacity to reveal chaotic 
behaviour” (p. 260). By mapping differences in “alpha and beta bands” (p. 260) 
between children with ADHD and those children with apparent normal behaviour 
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presentation, they have been able to demonstrate the non-linear patterning that 
distinguishes chaotic and erratic brain signals from normal non-chaotic sen-
sory anticipatory and motor function. Worth noting and in apparent juxtaposi-
tion, Boroujeni et  al. (2019) discuss dynamic differences in brain wave activity 
in ADHD at the same time as they continue to identify ADHD as a “behavioural 
disorder…or disease” (p. 260). That is, they are essentially categorising ADHD 
within a psychological or medical framework without explaining how this con-
nects with current neuroscientific thinking that identifies ADHD as a neurological 
spectrum disorder. Behaviour is just part of diagnosis of ADHD. Neither is the 
condition now commonly viewed as a disease (ADHD Australia 2019).

At the same time as they use medicalised terminology to reference ADHD 
diagnosis, Boroujeni et  al. (2019) assign chaos theory to EEG signal analysis, 
to underpin an understanding of the difference in brain activity between children 
with normal behaviour presentation and those with ADHD. This demonstrates a 
transition already exists between classic medical modelling and established EEG 
technology that highlights abnormal neurological activity for which chaos theory 
is an apt descriptor. This appears to be an inductive process and perhaps one step 
ahead of what Tranquillo (2019) suggests is Newtonian linearity. More impor-
tantly, chaos theory, in its exposure of the non-linearity of activities in systems, 
is increasingly embraced by more scientific disciplines as an integral element of 
complexity theory (henceforth CT) (Hormazabal et al. 2021; Rickles et al. 2007). 
So what do we understand by complexity theory?

Byrne (1998) suggests the main concern in CT is to understand the interrela-
tionships between the macro (the ‘real’ system under investigation) and the micro 
(the changes occurring in a split-second time and space that can drastically alter 
that system). That is, those small, powerful, and significant shifts in the energy of 
change over time contribute substantively to “big differences” (p. 18) in the lived 
experience of reality. He refers to complexity as “a scientific and inductive idea” 
(p. 170) that reveals, over time, an element of “randomness” (p. 174) in change 
that negates predictability. Nor can change be refuted or replicated in precisely 
the same context that it started from. This is not to say he is referring specifically 
to neurological systems, as his work historically pre-dates the expanded views of 
the neuroscientific world; however, he does refer to the emergence of ideas from 
chaos theory. Such ideas signify the “changes which cannot be fitted into a simple 
linear law” (p. 5) and that may indeed reflect a move toward understanding the 
uncertainty in cause and effect that is so much a part of complex systems.

This is particularly relevant when discussing the brain as a complex system. 
For example, it is generally accepted by neuroscientists that challenging behav-
iour is triggered by an emotional response in multiple areas of the brain; how-
ever, there is difficulty in agreeing on precisely what emotional response is reg-
istered where in the brain (Cabanac 2002; James 2020; Johnson and de Haan 
2015; National Scientific Council on the developing child 2020; Siegel 2020). 
Moreover, a question might be asked about what key differences in an individu-
al’s response to chaotic environments makes one moment for an individual a very 
different experience for another. That is, individual responses that precipitate the 
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difference between an interconnected and integrated brain system or one that is 
chaotic and challenged (Siegel 2020; Tranquillo 2019).

There is, however, a general neuroscientific agreement that emotion is the key to 
understanding the multi-layered process of complex states of reality. That is, emo-
tions are subjective and characterized by a variety of physical, physiological, and 
psychological reactions to variations in the environments an individual engages with 
(Anderson 2009; Baars and Gage 2010; Cacioppo et al. 2013; Johnson and de Haan 
2015; Siegel 2020). The abrupt transition that can be made from one state of reality 
to another raises issues that suggest there is a subtle exchange of energy taking place 
in individuals that may describe the existence of non-linearity of a complexity kind; 
however, whether CT is enough to resolve the issue of measurement of these subtle-
ties is of itself, an invitation to an exploratory approach to complexity.

Despite differences between neuroscientists, there is consensus that a well-devel-
oped brain functions in a state of interconnectedness and integration within an indi-
vidual and is driven by emotional responses to multiple internal and external envi-
ronmental demands. Therefore, the key to self-regulation for children lies in how 
well interconnectedness and integration are sustained (Badcock et al. 2019; Buckner 
and DiNicola 2019; Johnson and de Haan 2015; Siegel 2020; Sporns 2013).

In contrast, challenging behaviour occurs when complexity in the inner and outer 
world of the individual is chaotic, that is, due either to trauma occurring as a result 
of catastrophic events or under conditions of prolonged and repeated stress. This 
causes chronic disruption to the normal, functional state dependence of the brain. 
For children presenting with chronic challenging behaviour, self-regulation is 
dependent on how early in an individual’s life an appropriate neuro-informed inter-
vention can facilitate positive change (Ochsner and Gross 2008; Perry 2020; Siegel 
2020). Moreover, the notion that such behaviour is undesirable or exhibiting “wilful 
defiance… manipulation … lax parenting … or a diagnosis” (Delahooke 2019, p. 
3) underpins a proliferation of behaviour modification approaches to correcting the 
behaviour, without the recognition that children may be imprisoned in conditioned 
neural reactions to stress (Delahooke 2019). In keeping with constant shifts in per-
spectives or understanding, neuroscientists look at the brain and behaviour using 
multiple measurement tools.

Neuroscientists use technical, practical formulaic and observational approaches 
to explain brain function and structure under conditions of stress (Baars and Gage 
2010; Giedd 2004; Haas et  al. 2018; Headway 2023; Isquith et  al. 2015; Zelazo 
2015). This implies that answers to the interaction of brain function, emotions and 
behaviour are more appropriately gained from empirical data than from theory or 
logic; however, if exponents of CT suggest it is necessary to create data from non-
linear scenarios, then an interdisciplinary approach to understanding precisely what 
is happening at any point in time, is a good place to start searching for a more inclu-
sive method of measuring complexity. This may require dispensing with terms like 
dysfunctional since they are representative of medical models that seek to remedy 
behaviour that is perceived as “negative or abnormal” (Everaerta et al. 2020).

By attaching a “dysfunctional” (Rudlin 2022, p. 1) label to emotional and behav-
ioural dysregulation and not recognising the complexity within each child’s mind/
brain function, we are failing them in multiple ways. Moreover, if we continue to 
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view CT as an antithetical paradigm to excellent scientific inquiry, we deny the 
opportunity to develop new models that allow the freedom to explore the complexity 
that is intrinsic to children with challenging behaviour.

Exploring CT as an underpinning theoretical framework, is it demonstrated that 
there are methods of measuring the non-linearity of an individual’s challenging 
behaviour, in a way that meets the expectations of sound scientific inquiry?

The method here is an exploratory review and seeks to determine whether it is 
possible to use CT as the construct to unravel the lived experiences of children who 
present with challenging behaviour. To explore CT in this way the theory must be 
set against the multidimensional nature of mind/brain function, in the context of 
the complexities this presents. Furthermore, a starting point for this exploration in 
regard to challenging behaviour, requires an understanding of the “connected social 
brain that is…the social connectome” (Maliske and Kanske 2022, p. 2) and how 
flexible or inflexible this is when responding to increasingly dynamic and complex 
environments. This section will be in two parts.

• Viewing behaviour through a neuro-informed complexity lens.
• CT as an exploratory paradigm?

Viewing behaviour through a neuro‑informed complexity lens

Prior to defining the brain as a complex system, it is prudent to identify what is actu-
ally meant by complex systems. Complex systems are those systems with structures 
and functions that are fluid and dynamic, coming together as an interacting whole 
and creating emergent and unpredictable features that do not quite fit with current 
methods of rigorous inquiry. According to Tranquillo (2019), a key feature of com-
plex systems is that the interconnectedness of these parts gives rise to the complex-
ity that expresses non-linearity. Byrne (1998) proposes that non-linearity is reflec-
tive of real-world environments that cannot be explained in a strictly mechanistic or 
predictable way. Moreover, non-linear events are those on trajectories of unpredict-
ability and chaotic change.

Ladyman and Wiesner (2020) expand on these perspectives suggesting that com-
plex systems are both dynamic and adaptive. In addition to concepts of non-line-
arity, chaos, emergence, differentiated and undifferentiated functions, they suggest 
four key features that are fundamental to an understanding of the adaptability of 
complex systems. Firstly, “non-equilibrium” (p. 74) which is understood to be the 
continuous changes a system undergoes that can tip the system into fluctuating states 
of equilibrium or disequilibrium. Second, the resilience of a complex system is 
exhibited in a level of “robustness” (p. 75), that is an ability to withstand the shocks 
that may disrupt the normal functionality of that system. Third, the systems robust-
ness facilitates a process of “self-organisation” (p. 76) in the absence of centralized 
organisational control. Finally, to expedite balanced functionality, robustness and 
self-organisation a system depends on an information feedback loop that continu-
ally updates the outflow of information back to inflow in the process of behavioural 
adjustment and clarification. When considering a perspective on the brain states of 
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adolescents exhibiting challenging behaviour, in light of these features the questions 
might include how relevant these features are to predict normal adolescent adjust-
ment to stresses and events in their lives. In contrast, can these features be guaran-
teed to predict normalized outcomes for adolescents under conditions of prolonged 
stress or trauma? For example, is there evidence that their brains are capable of the 
robustness necessary to return brain function to normality from prolonged states of 
stress?

If we see the brain as essentially adaptive and hierarchically capable of predicting 
internally the uncertainty of external information that is disruptive or chaotic, then 
it is perhaps possible that through the feedback loop, a neural adjustment occurs 
that responds to stressful social or psychological environments with recognition of 
future sensitivity to triggers. Indeed Badcock et  al. (2019) suggested exactly this 
in their development of modelling that demonstrates, under conditions of threat or 
stress, how “changes in top-down expectations … produce social withdrawal and 
increased attention to social stimuli” (p. 1341) resulting in ultimate re-engagement 
with the social environment once the threat has passed. On the other hand, the brain 
can adapt into a chronic or “maladaptive” (p. 1341) state wherever prolonged stress 
has been the pattern in adolescents lives. Interestingly, it has been found that some 
adolescents may develop a chronic depressive response while others do not. In 
the former, the authors identify clinical depression in adolescence as indicative of 
“functional deficits” in the lower limbic parts of the brain that are to do with emo-
tional control (p. 1341).

Of course, there is the possibility that state dependence of the brain that is either 
temporarily out of equilibrium or clinically maladjusted, may through robustness 
and self-adjustment re-emerge into a state of self-organisation as identified by Lady-
man and Wiesner (2020). Indeed, Siegel (2020) has suggested that the overarching 
drive of the brain as a complex system is “integration as it moves towards optimiz-
ing self-organisation” (p. 474). Integration is identified as “the mind’s process of 
linking differentiated parts…namely information processing… into a functional 
whole” (p. 506). Chaos and rigidity are in opposition to this process. Thus we may 
view challenging behaviour as reflecting a maladjusted brain state that can either 
stay unintegrated in a state of chaos or rigidity or, with the aid of neuroplasticity 
and “networks of social connections as well as by specific practices that develop the 
mind’s attention, awareness, compassion and kindness” (p. 477) ultimately return to 
normal neuronal functioning; however, as the author suggests, a multi-theoretical 
approach to such intervention is necessary. If this is a mind process, as opposed to a 
strictly physiological or anatomical process, what is meant by the mind?

Siegel and Drulis (2023) describe the mind as emerging from a flow of energy 
through the ebbing and flowing of information processing through internal neural 
activity and external environmental information and impressions. They propose 
invoking the mathematical principles of systems theory to suggest how self-organi-
sation and emergence in brain function are intertwined with “four facets of mind…
that is…subjective experience, the felt texture of life, consciousness, our capacity to 
be aware; and information processing” (p. 6). Through the use of modelling known 
as Interpersonal Neurobiology (hereafter, IPNB) they explain the mind as dependent 
on the “energy flow” (p. 7) that comes from neural function and brain physiology 
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within and communications in relationships and environments without. Here we not 
only have perspectives on non-linearity and emergence but on the adaptability of the 
brain as a complex system to self-adjust and return to integration. This process of 
integration epitomizes complexity in a complex system. For example, Siegel (2020) 
refers to “integration that recruits multiple layers of neuronal circuits” (p. 455) to 
develop and facilitate a world view and prompt responses to internal and external 
information. The functions of the hippocampus that “links mental representations to 
emotional appraisal centers, and even participates in mapping our social worlds” (p. 
454) is but one case in point. This is illustrated in the example below which provides 
early attempts to measure the awesome complexity of brain function and mind based 
on parameters of social indicators.

The hippocampus is a complex part of the brain that sits below the cortex of the 
brain on the border of the limbic region. It is currently known that some hippocam-
pal activity can induce neuroplastic changes that influence other parts of the brain 
and effect changes in the hippocampus itself (Sanna et al. 2022). In line with neu-
roplasticity the hippocampus is also responsible for some forms of “memory and 
learning” (Anand and Dhikav 2012, p. 239). Wang et al. (2016) investigated “hip-
pocampal atrophy” (p. 3757) in adolescents experiencing prolonged poverty, using 
human neuroimaging studies.They found that those with “high self-esteem” (p. 
3763) appeared to demonstrate resistance to atrophy. An assumption was made that 
their brains had adapted more effectively to resist- or adjust to- the worst affects 
of prolonged exposure to poverty. Interestingly, while self-esteem is considered a 
“psycho-social” (Barbot et al. 2019, p. 436) milestone for adolescents, neuroscience 
research has also equated its development with varying neural domains and func-
tions, for example, in relation to self-awareness in the Medial Pre-frontal Cortex 
(mPFC) and in relation to cognition, which is suggested to emerge from the fron-
tal lobes of the cortex (van der Aar et  al. 2019). Both these perspectives fit with 
Schafer and Schiller (2018) view that the hippocampus plays a role of “cognitive 
mapper” (p. 476) that is using the mental images to recall, acquire and interpret 
information to assist understanding and in navigating internal and external environ-
ments. According to Siegel (2020) these mental images contribute to a process of 
“personal, subjective experiences, awareness, information processing and regulatory 
function that is an emergent, self-organizing, embodied and relational process of the 
extended definition of mind.” (p. 507).

The suggestion that intervention, treatment and relational support, can return 
a brain state to equilibrium in the manner suggested by Siegel (2020), has also 
been reinforced in research that has plotted the psychological trajectory in stu-
dents from Pakistan, that leads to suicidal ideation and suicide in late adolescents 
to early adulthood. According to Khan et al. (2020) suicidal ideation followed by 
suicide often occurs after long periods of clinical depression and anxiety. More-
over, these states of high levels of distress are frequently associated with early 
presentations of clinical anger. The authors suggested the key to facilitating effec-
tive intervention with these adolescents to prevent suicide and restore normal 
psychological function, is early assessment, wherever possible at the first signs of 
“anger or emotional distress…and… “vigilant monitoring of anger and emotional 
distress” (p. 307) by key supportive mentors in their lives, namely parents and 
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teachers. While this study focuses on the psychology of behaviour, the mainte-
nance of active monitoring and supportive relationships has been seen to reduce 
the incidents of suicide, provided intervention is early.

Mitchell (2009) has approached some of the complexities these questions raise, 
by suggesting it is not entirely clear that a comprehensive theory of systems can 
avoid “the integration of concepts from…the domains of… dynamics, informa-
tion, computation and evolution” (p. 301); however, the author remains firm in a 
commitment to develop an explanatory model of complexity that fits within sys-
tems theory, at the same time mastering the nuances of difference between disci-
plines. While the author identifies an absence of neuroscience perspectives in the 
article, they note that future interdisciplinary research could and is transcending 
current scientific principles of evolution, computational mathematics and biol-
ogy. Moreover, in a cogent reminder of the broad definitions of complexity and 
its relevance to the discussions here, Mitchell (2009) posits the hypothesis “that 
complexity arises and operates by very different processes in different systems” 
(p. 303). This reflects her depth of understanding of the history, her flexibility 
and enthusiasm for the kinds of advances we now see in neuroscience, and other 
interdisciplinary perspectives. At this juncture it is practical to address the brain 
as a complex system and how challenging behaviour fits into ideas of complexity.

The brain has been described by various neuroscientists as a complex system. 
That is, complex in structure, dynamic in function and identified essentially by 
“its social nature” (Johnson and de Haan 2015, p. 122; Maliske and Kanske 2022; 
Perry 2002; Siegel 2020). Indeed Maliske and Kanske (2022) suggest this dyna-
mism is directly related to the “social brain that is interconnected” (p. 1) and able 
to process copious amounts of information. Of course, there are many perspec-
tives on the social brain, not the least of which has arisen from the interdiscipli-
nary emphasis in neuroscience. For example, Cacioppo et al. (2013) refer to the 
social brain as intricately orchestrated not just by brain structure and function on 
its own, but by “gene regulation… and neuroendocrine responses…For example, 
the discovery of differences in the serotonin transporter gene” (p. 2) that orches-
trates individual children’s responses to bullying. Furthermore, they identify the 
social brain as quintessentially human and not to be segregated from an interdis-
ciplinary understanding. Recent neuropsychiatric perspectives have expanded this 
idea of multiple interacting systems that reflect the human brain, bringing greater 
focus on relationships as fundamental to all other functional complexities. (Perry 
and Winfrey 2021) There are, however, notable exceptions to these views as 
identified by Elsabbagh and Johnson (2016), when refuting abnormality of brain 
development relating to the social brain in autism spectrum disorders (ASD).

Siegel (2020) refers to the interconnectedness of the social brain under ideal 
environmental and relationship conditions as “the connectome” (p. 503). This 
connectome provides a synchronistic link between multiple systems within and 
outside the body, interacting with the brain systems in an interconnected and 
integrated way. In environmental and relationship conditions that are ideal, an 
individual’s brain activates neural responses that work from states of simplicity 
to increasing complexity in response to internal or external information (Siegel 
2020).
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In ideal conditions, the sequential nature of brain function in children means 
that this complex, rapid, and highly integrated neural activity, moderates emotional 
responses to surrounding environmental conditions and manifests in “self-organiza-
tion…. in an effort to maximize complexity” (Siegel 2020, p. 98) and to stabilise the 
integrity of mind and brain. Siegel (2020) suggests that neural activity functions at 
a rapid “forty-cycle-per second, that is, 40-Hz….in a sweeping pattern of energy…
from front to back in both halves of the brain” (p. 244). In effect, there is a constant 
cooperative exchange between both hemispheres of the brain under ideal neural con-
ditions; however, wherever integration is constrained by events or memory that is 
very stressful or traumatic, this smooth transition between the two hemispheres is 
impeded.

A key component of the social brain is the capacity to process positive, negative, 
and neutral information about physical appearance, personal behaviour, and others’ 
behaviour, to achieve affective prediction of appropriate self-regulation in order to 
satisfy a need. There is also a suggestion that it is the “mind…that is….personal 
subjective experience…with…self-awareness and information processing” (Siegel 
2020, p. 507) that dictates the electrical activity of the brain, to make sense of the 
profound interaction of individual engagement in relationship with others; although, 
Badcock et al. (2019) takes a more deterministic position, identifying brain activity 
as having strictly “biological…mechanistic” (p. 1320) properties.

There is consensus that when the brain is at the height of efficiency, self-aware-
ness underpins self-regulation and problem solving in the higher cortical areas of the 
brain, identified as executive functions (Cristaldi et al. 2021); Zelazo (2015) empha-
sizes the importance of executive function for optimal self-regulation and learning. 
Furthermore, any inflexibility of brain function because of consistent exposure to 
stress ultimately inhibits the skills required to problem-solve and self-regulate.

Inefficiency in the neural activity in a child as a result of experiences of adverse 
events, for example, chronic poverty or trauma, results in non-linear events that 
inherently set in place, states of interaction between mind and brain that are unpre-
dictable and chaotic (Siegel 2020; Tranquillo 2019). This makes intervention to 
ameliorate chronic states of anxiety or trauma a difficult and challenging ideal that is 
possibly incongruent with current methods of behaviour management. This is espe-
cially so when it is understood that reactive behaviour in individuals is not always 
conscious or self-aware. (Delahooke 2019; Porges 2011; Siegel 2020; Sullivan et al. 
2014). If, as suggested by neuroscientists, reactions to stress are often mediated by 
“unconscious emotions” (Perry and Winfrey 2021; Siegel 2020) and conscious-
ness is an integral part of Executive Function (EF) in the brain, then the aim of 
any intervention must be underpinned by a theoretical construct that takes mind and 
brain into consideration as the major milestone for positive and effective change in 
behaviour.

Delahooke (2019) describes challenging behaviour in a way that immediately 
informs us of non-conscious or unconscious reactiveness to conditions of stress. 
She suggests that “serious and persistently challenging behaviours are responses to 
a child’s subconscious perception of risk in the physical or relational environment” 
(Delahooke 2019, p. 20). Moreover, individual responses to apparent and not neces-
sarily realistic threats characteristically result in the reactive, challenging behaviours, 
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that some neuroscientists identify as “non-conscious gut reactions” (Siegel 2020, p. 
247) or “faulty neuroception” (Porges 2011, p. 158). These terms describe brain/
body determinations of risk in environmental conditions and relationship interac-
tions that are not always accompanied by self-awareness. (Delahooke 2019; Kolacz 
et al. 2019; Siegel 2020). Chronic reactiveness can result in what Perry and Winfrey 
(2021) describe as a “dysregulated state dependence” (p. 146) of the brain.

There are also suggestions by neurocognitive scientists that variations in individ-
uals’ genetic structure, cultural background, personality traits and socio-economic 
constraints create variations in impact on how they might manage stressful events 
(Demir‐Lira et al. 2021; Johnson and de Haan 2015; Taylor and Barrett 2019; Van 
Pelt et al. 2020). Developing neuro-informed approaches to understanding the com-
plexity of individual children with challenging behaviour requires a new paradigm 
that not only explains non-linearity of chaotic brain states but addresses the diversity 
that exists in emotional responses from individual to individual, the mercurial nature 
of emotional processing as it may be dictated by these idiosyncratic features.

Complexity theory as an exploratory paradigm

CT is viewed in Psychology as “a field that studies non-linear systems with very 
large numbers of interacting variables … such systems are too complex to be accu-
rately predicted but are nevertheless organized and non-random” (APA Dictionary 
2007). This reflects one of many definitions from across different scientific disci-
plines. From a multidisciplinary perspective, CT represents a “descriptive theory” 
(Mason 2008, p. 6) describing the in-moment reality of random and non-linear fluc-
tuations that impact on the dynamic of complex interacting/interconnected systems. 
Furthermore, these “symmetry breaking conditions” (Byrne 1998, p. 66) in complex 
systems can potentially alter that system in permanent and unpredictable ways.

Complexity, representative of changes in complex systems, can either stabilise 
through an emergent new system, reflected in variables arising within variables, or 
systems can revert to a chaotic and unpredictable state of complexity. Increasingly, 
theorists describe complex systems as steeped in the complexity of time and space 
immediacy (Byrne 1998). If we were to apply CT in an exploratory capacity, devel-
oping interventions to facilitate emotional and behavioural self-regulation in chil-
dren with challenging behaviour, by necessity, we would be required to look closely 
at the complexity of mind/brain states in these children. The notion of complexity 
within systems goes some way to explain why some variables are expressed in a 
non-linear way. That is, those incremental fluctuations in states of mind that can pre-
cipitate huge and often chaotic changes are considered non-linear and can temporar-
ily or permanently alter the current state of the system (Byrne 1998; Maliske and 
Kanske 2022; SanteFe Institute 2022; Siegel 2020). These alterations in states of 
mind can be conscious or non-conscious (ADHD Australia 2019; Siegel 2020; Trau-
tmann et al. 2022).

Siegel (2020) cites an example of a child who has been exposed to a traumatic 
event and reacts aggressively to a teacher wearing a particular kind of aftershave. He 
explains that the immediate emotional response of the child is “somatic and may or 
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may not be a conscious response” (Siegel 2020, p. 242). The term somatic refers to 
the transporting of information from the senses to the central nervous system creat-
ing “somatic maps” (p. 256) of the physical changes that occur in the body as a 
result of an individual’s experiences. These maps form the blueprint for recogni-
tion of the trigger for the brain’s future management of similar experiences (Siegel 
2020). In the case of the child’s response to the aftershave, the trigger is the scent of 
the aftershave. The sensory response results in the complex engagement of neural 
activities across brain communities that retrieve memory associated with strong sen-
sory overload experienced at the time of the traumatic event (Porges 2011). Normal 
neural responses to stressful events result in heightened physiological changes in the 
body, leading either to reflection and self-regulation or when responding to trauma, 
to act out in a variety of ways ranging from fight to retreat or disassociation (Kolacz 
et al. 2019; Perry and Winfrey 2021).

When testing a child’s moment-to-moment experience that results in challenging 
behaviour, the relevance of that individual’s state of mind highlights how intricately 
the brain (as a complex system) is influenced by contexts and varying levels of com-
munication in relationships and diverse environments. This means the inability to 
make specific scientific predictions of what impact influences emotions at what spe-
cific points in time requires some exploration of the diversity that exists in some 
childhood responses to traumatic experiences. For example, the diverse differences 
between different individuals in the same family exposed to Domestic violence in 
their experience of “intrusions of memory, hypervigilance and excessive arousal” 
(Siegel 2020, p. 105). Perhaps Boroujeni et al. (2019) came close to exposing such 
differences in their non-linear exploration of EEG signal analysis distinguishing 
the brain activity of the ADHD child from the brain activity of the relatively stable 
child.

An exploratory approach to research involves collecting data that is grounded 
in personal and experiential perspectives on a particular problem. Furthermore, if 
using a mixed method approach where an exploratory perspective informs and influ-
ences a quantitative measurement of the observable problem, Creswell and Creswell 
(2018) suggest that this is an ideal way of limiting potential deficiencies in research, 
wherever the truth about human interaction may be diminished by strictly mechanis-
tic means of measurement.

The evidence that non-linear events are unpredictable presents a dilemma for 
measuring predictability and generalizability using traditional methods of scientific 
inquiry. While there is increasing use of sophisticated technology to overcome some 
of these issues of measurement, this is not without its problems; for example, Chen 
et  al. (2022) found strong influences on brain communities from the use of fMRI 
technology itself. Despite developing a new computational formula to minimise 
this influence, they conceded limitations on research validity in terms of (a) assess-
ing individual idiosyncratic brain changes and (b) use of some traditional statistical 
analysis formulas, especially those allowing for generalizability of the research.

Complexity vis a vis generalizability also raises questions about (a) what data to 
collect that represents the moment-to-moment complexity and (b) whether that data 
can only describe alterations in the systems rather than the impact of the depend-
ent variable within other independent -apparently insignificant -variables at discreet 
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points in time. Byrne (1998) solution to this dilemma is to use “The Social Survey” 
(p. 77). He argues the social survey “allow/s us to deal with messy, complex, sym-
metry breaking, contingent reality as it is” (p. 66). It can be utilized in longitudinal 
cohort studies to predict the impact of exposure to those key elements. Furthermore, 
the social survey invokes exploratory reflection and review based on the relation-
ships that exist between the expressions of change and the events that have initiated 
change. He suggests the CT framework should form the basis of a new model that 
explores and explains those discreet, sometimes catastrophic variables that may not 
be considered significant in current models of scientific inquiry. Furthermore, CT is 
a framework that can be relevant to describing complexity in many disciplinary con-
texts; however, it cannot necessarily perform as anything but an overarching model 
for understanding how complex systems function.

So, what does this mean for an exploration of the complex nature of a child’s 
brain, mind and conscious self-awareness using CT as a foundational paradigm of 
inquiry? There is consensus amongst neuroscientists that the brain is inherently 
social and functions as a complex system. Furthermore, the “social brain is an inher-
ently dynamic organ” (Maliske and Kanske 2022, p. 4) subject to a similar milieu 
of complexities-albeit far more convoluted and not yet fully explained-as in other 
complex systems. Viewing the brain as a complex system functioning in various 
states of complexity challenges what we should be examining to understand altera-
tions in neural networks influencing the mind under states of duress. It also ques-
tions whether the non-linearity of stressful or traumatic events can be measured at 
all in traditional methods of inquiry. Until we fully understand brain function and 
the developing mind, a new paradigm may not be feasible and CT may remain an 
overarching explanation only for the range of complexities that are part of the mind, 
body and brain systems.

It appears there is consensus that interdisciplinary knowledge is necessary to 
understand how brain function and other complex systems interact. For example, 
Neurobiologists focusing on hormonal impairments in individuals attempt to make 
connections between the brain function underpinning hormonal responses to trauma 
and The Anterior Cingulate Cortex (hereafter, ACC) (Shirtcliff et  al. 2009). The 
ACC is believed to be associated with the “emotional limbic system and the cogni-
tive pre-frontal cortex” (Stevens et al. 2011, p. 122) with a unique role to manage 
threatening emotions and self-regulation. Through the use of neuroimaging and clin-
ical observation, it has been noted that psychopathological conditions, known to be 
manifest in diverse forms of mental health problems, are said to influence whether 
the ACC is overactive or underactive. This varies substantially between different 
mental health presentations and has recently been found to depend greatly on the 
“allostatic load” (Siegel 2020, p. 372) of an individual. That is, the cumulative status 
of stresses that individual experiences at a particular point in time.

Neuropsychologists are also trained to understand the interrelationships between 
the brain and neural function, emotion, cognition, and behaviour. In saying this, they 
too focus on a variety of behaviours that are viewed as challenging. This can be 
anything from memory loss in different forms of dementia, brain disorders impair-
ing cognitive skills and behaviour, and loss of capacity at the higher cortical levels 
of the brain (Paulsen and Ghal 2022). Neuropsychologists require neuroimaging, 
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psychometric tools, and statistical measures to justify their practice in assessment 
and recommended treatment (Reynolds et al. 2011). The use of such tools suggests 
that quantitative data can justify predictability and generalizability as feasible expla-
nations for abnormal brain presentation and behaviour. However, the discipline of 
neuropsychology is by no means the only source of understanding of the brain and 
the mind of those with challenging behaviour despite the benchmarks of respected 
scientific acceptability (Paulsen and Gehl 2022).

On the other hand, there are neurocognitive scientists who suggest that rates of 
pre-frontal cortex development, for example, in adolescents whose behaviour can be 
erratic, risk-taking and impulsive, do not necessarily reflect abnormal mental health 
conditions. Moreover, the line between functional and dysfunctional neural activity, 
to a great extent, is inconclusive and still open to new paradigms of research (John-
son and de Haan 2015). Recalling Perry and Winfrey (2021) when discussing the 
impact of trauma on the brains of individuals, there is agreement that brain develop-
ment commences from the bottom up in children and is variable in adolescence. Fur-
thermore, neuroimaging has identified that each of our brain unique (Siegel 2020). 
This raises the spectre of whether current technology has the capacity to accurately 
reflect what is essentially unstable or even dynamic brain activity without unduly 
stretching the limits of sophistication of that technology, as Chen et al. (2022) would 
appear to have discovered.

Despite this information that each brain is unique, there is enough evidence to 
suggest that the firing of individual and interconnected neural networks follow an 
ordered organisational process that can be understood through measurements that 
adhere to quantitative dictums of science. In effect, in experimental settings, tech-
nology has revealed that through memory, the brain prepares itself for a future reoc-
currence of an event and responds to similar or identical stimuli with this prepara-
tion in mind. This suggests there is a pattern of probability in the neural mechanics 
of the way the brain may react to aversive experiences. It may also mean the pres-
ence of complexity is not always non-linear (Siegel 2020).

Byrne (1998) reinforces this by suggesting in the social sciences, despite the limi-
tations of quantitative methods, statistical models of scientific inquiry have indeed 
been developed to explain the complexity in multiple systems in modernity. As 
such, they can be understood to be a “real effort to understand our world” (p. 87) 
and are therefore, amenable to change, using CT principles to explore new ways 
of describing the uncertainty in non-linear presentations within those systems. So, 
given that neuroimaging provides information about brain function in a mechanis-
tic way, despite an attempt to identify specific patterns of pathological brain func-
tion, it is not conclusive that the minutiae of reactiveness in children presenting with 
challenging behaviour, can be effectively measured to current satisfactory scientific 
protocols. It follows that there is difficulty in the use of CT as a theoretical frame-
work for describing the in-the-moment reality of adverse experiences because of the 
diversity in children’s neural responses to these experiences. This makes research 
viability a very precarious exercise.

This may leave CT in the limbo described by Byrne (1998) between traditional lin-
ear science, linearity in complex systems and non-linear complexity leading to chaos. 
Perhaps as Mason (2008) suggests, CT must remain a descriptive theory at the earliest 
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stages of descriptive analysis, without the statistical formulas to provide an in-depth 
quantitative analysis of what we are seeking to understand in the mind/brain activity of 
individuals/adolescents with challenging behaviour. It means, of course, that his idea of 
the social survey has strong relevance in a qualitative sense for collecting data firsthand 
in a local and temporal context. It could also factor in a causal connection with the data 
which then questions how this would relate to the immediacy of the experience.

When exploring the complexity of the brain, the emergence of more sophisticated 
technology, for example, Functional Magnetic Resonant imaging (fMRI) and advanced 
electroencephalogram, may have answers to what is happening organically; however, 
without being able to reach a consensus about what is the crucial starting point for emo-
tional reactiveness and cognitive dissonance, leading to behavioural problems in chil-
dren and adolescents (Dugr´e et al. 2020). Moreover, CT is unable to fulfill quantitative 
data expectations of complexity implicit in non-linear mind/brain interactions. In say-
ing this, CT may be viewed as an effective means of exploring the qualitative param-
eters of the mind/brain complexity. Despite the criticisms that qualitative research is 
the poor cousin of quantitative research, perhaps the human mind and conscious aware-
ness dictate against prescriptive benchmarks of scientific scrutiny as they currently 
exist (Creswell and Creswell 2018). Indeed, Byrne (1998) would argue that CT has the 
potential for exposing that non-linearity as a prescription for realism inquiry, is more 
ably suited to understand the interconnectedness of the mind with the brain, however 
not necessarily in a way that can be measured using current scientific methods, even 
those methods that are exploring brain function through the use of technology.

Of course, the intersections of similarity that each discipline demonstrates in seek-
ing to describe complexity have the advantage of forming bridges of explanation that 
could provide the foundation for a more refined CT approach to measuring non-linear-
ity. For example, Siegel (2020) not only makes connections of compatibility between, 
for example, neurological and biological information processing, but has developed 
as a result of observing the interdisciplinary approaches to complexity, what he terms 
“The 3 P framework” (p. 5). This framework intersects the body in the natural world, 
with the self in relationships with others, with the mind “as an embodied and relational 
process that regulates the flow of energy and information… identifying this as the tri-
angle of human experience” (p. 5). This embodies “physical sensations, perceptions, 
ideas, concepts and words” (p. 14) and embraces the notion that human agency is at 
the heart of any understanding of complexity. Social factors, motivations, beliefs, and 
experiences make this world complex and our understanding of complexity is driven by 
deeper questions than can be asked in current models of scientific inquiry. Questions 
that explore why things happen, what matters most, what matters more, how important 
context is, and how parts of the puzzle of complexity interact (Byrne 1998; Cacioppo 
et al. 2013; Johnson 2009; Siegel 2020).

Conclusion

Complexity theory is an evolving theory to explain and potentially explore the 
nuances of complexities in existing and future complex systems. CT, as discussed 
here, primarily underpins a sociological interpretation of complex social systems; 
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however, it has evolved from mathematical explanations of chaos. As such, it has 
been identified as crucial to describing complex systems from multidisciplinary 
perspectives and an efficient framework for exploring and reviewing non-linear-
ity in these systems. This is not to say that CT is only applied in a sociological 
context. It is, indeed, a framework that has been used to explain brain structure 
and function as a complex system. In exploratory terms, CT has the potential for 
unravelling the complexity behind challenging behaviour in children: however, 
one which is generally descriptive. Nevertheless, as a composite of historical the-
ories about chaos, CT efficiently exposes the non-linearity in random events. At 
the same time it has the capacity to reveal the adaptability of complex systems. In 
its current form, as an exploratory means of understanding the minutiae of states 
of mind and levels of consciousness that reflect individuals’ responses to adverse 
conditions, it may lend itself to an adaptation within, for example, Siegel (2020) 
3 P framework.

Nor does it refute the gap between the efficacy of CT and current methods of 
scientific inquiry in the development of hypotheses about challenging behaviour. 
There is no dispute here: however, this gap in the application of CT to an under-
standing of challenging behaviour in children is partly due to the interdiscipli-
nary nature of neurological explanations of brain and behaviour. Similarly, the 
separation of complex systems from the dynamic of human agency. Of course, 
this inconclusive and uncertain element identified in current thinking and future 
research also dovetails neatly with CT underwriting the dynamic states of brain 
structure and function. Furthermore, the increasing use of computational formu-
las and powerful diagnostic systems; for example, EEG and fMRI, demonstrates 
the fragility of mechanistic systems of inquiry under the mantle of increasingly 
exposed non-linearity in brain function. Finally, in its current form, CT provides 
the basis to explore non-linearity in systems that are complex, not the least of 
which is the brain. It has the potential, alongside other theoretical frameworks 
and advanced technology, to underpin new paradigms for scientific inquiry that 
effectively inform the non-linearity of diversity in mind and brain contributing to 
challenging behaviour in children.
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